
WHO WE ARE
The Berkeley Institute for Young Americans seeks to make

national, state, and local policy sustainable and fair across

generations. Our mission is to lead a fact-based, non-

partisan discussion about how best to invest in future

generations. The Institute aims to develop research-driven

policy proposals to equip policymakers, advocates, and

young leaders with the solutions needed to ensure the

long-term security and success of the next generation.

HOW CAN I FIND YOUR RESEARCH?
All of our reports, issue briefs, and working papers, can be

downloaded from our website. You can also find our data

hub with interactive graphics and fast facts.

HOW CAN I SPEAK WITH YOUR

RESEARCHERS?
Have a question for one of our researchers? Send media

requests to youngamericans@berkeley.edu. For more

information about our researchers, including bios, please

see our Team page.
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CONTACT
Erin Heys, Policy Director & Senior Researcher

erin.heys@berkeley.edu
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FIND US ONLINE

BERKELEY INSTITUTE FOR YOUNG AMERICANS

2607 Hearst Ave, Berkeley, CA 94720

youngamericans@berkeley.edu • www.youngamericans.berkeley.edu

HISTORY
The Berkeley Institute for Young Americans was founded

in 2015 to bring together scholars at the Goldman School

of Public Policy at UC Berkeley, and around the country,

to address issues of generational inequity in a fact-based

and non-ideological fashion. The central purpose of the

Institute is to address a key question:

How can we ensure that we invest fairly in future

generations so that young people will have ample

opportunities for successful and productive lives?

TALK POLICY TO ME
Interested in our podcast? Find the latest

episodes online at talkpolicytome.org.

Have questions or want to pitch us an

episode idea? You can contact us at

talkpolicytome@berkeley.edu. 

OBJECTIVES
Become a Leader for Research on Young Americans

We produce research that identifies economic, social,

and political trends unique to young generations.

Produce Policy Impact in California and Beyond

We design research-driven policy proposals to equip

policymakers, advocates, and young leaders with the

solutions needed to ensure the long-term security of the

next generation.

Engage Young Leaders 

We host events and seminars to bring together young

leaders, academics, policymakers, and other key

stakeholders to engage with the latest research and

policy developments affecting young Americans.
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